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Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published approximately 
every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at Upper Arlington High 
School. The publication has been established as a public forum for student 
expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to its audience. It 
will not be reviewed or restrained by school officials prior to publication or 
distribution.  

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the editorial board, 
which consists of the staff’s top editors, will determine the content of the 
newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore, material may not neces-
sarily reflect the opinions or policies of Upper Arlington school officials.  

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns and news 
releases from faculty, administrators, community residents, students and the 
general public. The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to with-
hold a letter or column and return it for more information if it determines the 

piece contains items of unprotected speech as defined by this policy. 
As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the above criteria will 

be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.arlingtonian.com for a 
minimum of four weeks.  Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish only 
legally protected speech following the legal definitions for libel, obscenity 
and invasion of privacy. 

The staff will also refrain from printing stories that create a material disrup-
tion of school activities. Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine content of 
the publication, it will therefore also take complete legal and financial responsibility 
for what is printed.Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the 
basis of possible dissent or controversy. 

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and production costs 
through advertising sales, subscription sales and other fundraisers. The editor 
or co-editors shall interpret and enforce this editorial policy.
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Wwhen i reflect upon the production of 
this issue, one event sticks out the most in 
my mind—swine flu. Not only did i contract 
the virus, but several other staff members did 
too, causing the production of this issue to 
be hectic. 

the outbreak of the H1N1 virus, or as i call 
it, Swine ’09, is an issue that affects all of us. i 
never thought that i would get the virus, but lo 
and behold, i woke up one morning extremely 
ill.  it was a horrible five days, but even more 
than that it left me with a lot of free time. i 
browsed the internet, slept for what seemed 
like an eternity, watched countless movies and 
tv shows and ate lots of popsicles to soothe 
my aching throat.

After five days of my confinement, i realized 
that i maybe, just a little bit, missed school. i 
missed my friends, the school and, of course,  

Leah Johnston
leah Johston, editor in chief

“The outbreak of the H1N1 
virus, or as I call, Swine ’09, is 
an issue that affects all of us.”

Arlingtonian. Being absent from school for 
a day, maybe even two, can be a nice break 
for students, but as the days dragged by i 
became antsy to return. on my first day 
back, i enthusiastically greeted everyone in 
the hallways Kip greenhill-style and had a 
genuinely good day, well until i received a 
ridiculous amount of homework. 

while i was away for a few days, the 
staff continued working on another 
memorable issue of Arlingtonian. we 
covered the taboo topic of religion in 
school, but decided to focus more on the 
issue of tolerance than the controversy. 

From little theatre little Shows to the 
Scotland exchange to Sixth grade camp, 
students have been busy this fall.  At UAHS, 
a possible schedule change for future 
school years has already raised questions. 
Student organizations like Spirit club have 
become a big presence in the athletic 
scene. the re-creation of this tradition 
has brought a new sense of pride and 
community to athletic games, something 
that i, for one, find refreshing. Before i give 
away anything else, i must tell you to read 
on and find out yourself.

wishing everyone a swine flu-free 
and healthy future,
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EEvery student driver understands 
the perils of parking on the street, which 
include everything from being side-swiped 
by passing cars to being unable to locate a 
spot in the morning. With the year already 
underway, sophomores and juniors who drive 
a car to school are now faced with a parking 
registration policy .

The policy change was first noticed when 
students received car registration forms in 
homeroom in September. The form asked for 
students’ personal information, along with the 
make, year, model and license plate number of 

the car they drive to school. 
Junior Sarah Allaire questioned the 

registration because she does not understand 
the purpose and consequences of filling out 
the form. 

“I just want to know why [the 
administration] needs our personal 
information,” Allaire said. “They handed out 
[the forms] but did not explain them.” 

Assistant principal Tom Cochran is in charge 
of the parking registration and said the process 
will significantly benefit the student body. 

“Because we get the seniors’ information 
every year before they get their parking spots, it 
just made sense to have all of the student drivers 

information on record,” Cochran said. 
Cochran said he understands students’ 

privacy concerns; however, the registration will 
not be used to get students into trouble. Even 
with the new changes in place, students should 
not expect any new rules this year.  

“The registration will simply be used to 
contact students about car problems, such 
as lights being left on or minor accidents,” 
Cochran said. “We will hopefully be able to 
protect the students’ cars and property more 
effectively.” 

By providing a method by which they can 
identify students’ cars, the administration hopes 
to be able to prevent problems.

Students’ cars line Brandon road. the 
administration is hoping that by having students 
register their cars, they will be able to better 
protect student property.
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car registration for juniors, 
sophomores causes confusion

QQualifying as a National Merit Scholar semi-finalist is no easy task , but 
the scholarship awards such a title may heraldmake it a highly-desirable 
achievement. The academic honor is awarded annually to some of the most 
gifted students in the country and provides scholarships for college. The 
senior class of UAHS has 17 semi-finalists vying for spots, all conscious of 
the scholarship money at stake.

Senior Caroline Galluzzi is one of the 17 UAHS students who qualified 
as a semi-finalist as a National Merit scholar, she said her preparation 
started early for her.

“I didn’t prepare necessarily,” Galluzzi said. “But I have taken rigorous 
coursework throughout my high school career.”

Galluzzi said the award was a symbol of her efforts in high school.
“It makes me feel like all my hard work paid off,” Galluzzi said. “After all 

these years of working hard, the recognition is my reward.”
Senior Connor Bloomfield also qualified for the award and said the 

recognition was fulfilling.
“It was an intense relief when I found out my [PSAT] score in February 

and knew that I had made it,” Bloomfield said. “I’m extremely competitive 
and neurotic, so this was very satisfying.”

Bloomfield also said the award was a tradition in his family.

“My mother and most my cousins were National Merit Scholars,” 
Bloomfield said. “So I was in the mindset that I had to be one also just to be 
equal to them.”

Admissions to colleges becomes less daunting for these students, as 
they are given a boost by their semi-finalist status.

“College-wise, I hope this looks good on my applications and helps 
me with admissions and scholarship money,” Bloomfield said. “I have two 
younger brothers...and we’re all going to be in college at the same time. So I 
definitely need that scholarship money really badly.”

Galluzzi held similar views saying that the scholarship was a good 
motivation for trying to attain National Merit Scholar status.

“I’ve received some letters from colleges already just because I’m a 
semi-finalist,” Galluzzi said. “So it would definitely be nice if I could get a 
scholarship for college from National Merit Scholar.”

National Merit Scholars are students selected based on their PSAT 
scores and after qualifying as a semi-finalist, they must apply to become 
a finalist. The application process includes essays and background 
information about the applicant.

In the current unstable economy, scholarships are a desirable option for 
most students. Luckily for these students, this has become closer to reality.

eyeS On the prize
leahjohnston ‘10

17 seniors qualify as semi-finalist in the national merit scholar contest
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Swine ’09
hannahjochem ’10

Conner said. "And there have been posters about hand washing in 
the bathrooms.”

Hand sanitizers and posters are among a few of the measures the school 
has taken to prevent an outbreak of the virus. However, there is always 
more that could be done to keep students healthy. Long comments on 
precautions that are effective in keeping H1N1 under control.

“[UAHS] could and should, along with thorough and frequent 
cleaning of surfaces, have signs or posters all over with the basic messages 
of hand washing and covering coughs,” Long said. “Also, staying home 
and supporting that, as well as getting rid of perfect attendance policies 
and making it really easy [for students] to get school work online for days 
missed, and of course informing all of vaccine opportunities [are great 
ways to keep the school germ-free].”

The vaccination came out in small doses the week of Oct. 5, according 
to Long it is the ideal way to avoid contracting the virus.

“Students in general are a very high priority [to get the vaccination],” 
Long said “Children from six months to 18 years old are strongly 
encouraged with their parents' consent to [get the vaccination].”

According to the UA Schools website, The Franklin County Board of 
Health will be providing vaccinations to students in three different clinics 
in UA. A RSVP with the number in each family who will receive the 
vaccination is a prerequisite.

The most commonly recommended prevention is common sense: 
stay home if sick, get plenty of rest, drink clear fluids, cover coughs and 
sneezes, wash hands often, and avoid close contact with others. 

“Protect yourselves and your friends and family," Long said. "It is not 
just about you, but in sharing responsibility in taking care of yourselves 
for others’ sakes. We all know someone with asthma or a heart condition 
or diabetes, or a neighbor who is pregnant. These folks are at very 
high risk, so wash your hands, cover coughs, stay home if sick and get 
vaccinated to protect yourself, your friends and loved ones!”

In the interest of global health, keeping as clean as possible this flu 
season is going to be a duty for everyone.

SSenior Meaghan Novi curled up on her couch for five days in late 
September to wait out the season’s newest illness—H1N1. She is one of 
340,000 confirmed laboratory cases in the world, according to the World 
Health Organization. Novi is, however, among the first in a growing 
number of students at UAHS to contract the H1N1 virus, also called 
Swine flu.

 Flu season is here and students are finding they need to change their 
daily routines to stay healthy.

On April 26, the U.S. Health Department declared the country to be 
in a public health emergency, followed two months later by the World 
Health Organization’s recognition of the swine flu as a pandemic. Since 
Sept. 25, there have been over 4,100 deaths in 191 different countries 
from the virus. 

According to the Oct. 9 Columbus Dispatch article "H1N1 Flu Kills 
14-year-old Columbus Boy," an eighth grade boy at Holy Spirit School in 
Whitehall was the second person in central Ohio to die from the virus. 
He was, however, the first child to die in Central Ohio.

Novi was lucky . Although she said she experienced a magnified fever, 
chills, aches and coughing, she had a relatively mild case of Swine flu.

“I had about five days of a fever, and my body ached much worse than 
from the regular flu,” Novi said.

Dr. Theresa Long, a Preventive Medicine Physician for Columbus, 
said the main symptoms of H1N1 are flu-like, including respiratory 
distress—like coughing and a sore throat—and a fever.

With 55 million children and 7 million adults  in schools in the 
United States alone, students have become a major concern for spreading 
the virus.  

According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, due 
to the close proximity in which students work and the vast number of 
people who could possibly become infected, students pose a great threat 
in spreading the virus.

UAHS, a school with 1,857 students, has the potential to face a 
serious flu outbreak. 

“Children are 14 times more likely to get this infection than other 
adults,” Long said. “Kids are what I call ‘super spreaders;’ they easily pass 
the virus from person to person because of close proximity and lack of 
infection control.” 

Some students have noticed that the high school is making an attempt 
to keep the school cleaner because of the outbreak of the Swine flu, 
including senior Kelli Conner.

 “I think that teachers are making hand sanitizer more available," 

pandemic calls for better hygiene, 
prevention practices

graphic by aliceo'neill and louward 

Fraction of the U.S. population 
that could contract the virus

the number 
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*Source: the u.S. dept. of health and human reSourceS
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mariapaskell ’11

“We’ve got spirit, yes we do! We’ve got spirit! How ’bout you?” 
This familiar chant echoes across the front rows of the student section 
at every football game. The students of Spirit Club comprise this 
enthusiastic, intense part of the audience filled with cowbells and 
chanting. Back this year with more pride than ever, Spirit Club has 
high hopes of continuing a tradition at the high school.

Seniors Susan Dappen and Jake Bishop united this group to bring 
liveliness to the high school sporting events. Bishop said they were 
initially inspired as freshmen.

“I think what has made this year so intense was the senior class 
when I was a freshman,” Bishop said. “That class had great attendance 
at all sporting events.”

Following that class, the spirit went downhill, Bishop said. This 
prompted him and Dappen to reinvent the enthusiasm at sporting events.

“The past two years, there was little-to-no organization at games, 
and attendance was poor,” Bishop said. “So when we became seniors, 
Susan and I decided to form a spirit club so we could have the same 

Fired up
school spirit club’s presence 
brings enthusiasm to the stadium

kind of great senior class that always cheered on the Bears.”
Now taking on this responsibility, Bishop leads meetings with 

Dappen. The meetings are held Wednesdays after school and the club 
encourages underclassmen to join.

“Anyone can join Spirit Club, but so far only seniors have attended 
meetings,” Bishop said. “We encourage underclassmen to come to 
meetings and get the feel of what Spirit Club is about, because soon 
enough it will be their responsibility to run.”

When it comes time for games, it can be expected for Spirit Club 
to be front row of the student section. However, much preparation 
goes into making the games as exciting and lively as they appear.

“As far as organizing for games, we like to have everyone meet 
about an hour prior to football games for a quasi-tailgate get-together 
where we can get together to grill out, throw a football around, pass 
out cowbells, etc.,” Bishop said. “That way, we can enter the game 
together for a direct injection of spirit into the crowd.”

Senior Clay Hall is another member of the Spirit Club and has 
high hopes for the club this year, including attendance to all sporting 
events, not just football games.

“We cannot force anyone to do anything, but I hope that if we can 
get a group of us to attend other sports, more will come,” Hall said.

Hall wants this club to be passed on to future grades and possibly 
start a tradition.

“We wanted to initiate the Spirit Club to bring back dedicated fans 
to all sporting events. Our hope is that we can start a great tradition 
and pass it on to upcoming seniors so that they can lead their peers in 
the stands,” Hall said. “We want Spirit Club to survive and continue to 
grow after we graduate this spring.”    

Simply R’s
formerly r Craft Cottage

lori Dematteo
614.734.0505

5043 tuttle Crossing Blvd.
Suite 101

Dublin, ohio  43016

HanDBagS, luggage, 
aCCeSSorieS, Stationery, 

& eyewear 
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TThe Schedule Review Committee 
proposed a possible schedule change for 
upcoming school years that has already 
begun stirring a debate. Blocked classes 
would be reinstated at UAHS, not just for 
two periods a semester, but for every period.

Under the modified A/B block, the 
typical school day would be split into two 
days. Each period would be 88 minutes long, 
and the lunch period would be the same time 
for all students.

Mondays would follow a homeroom 
schedule with each period being shortened 
to 46 minutes. 

Principal Kip Greenhill said he and a 
group of counselors formed the idea years 
ago from schools in Virginia and Michigan 
that follow an A/B block schedule. He said 
the schedule would provide teachers with 
more time to teach longer lessons and have 
more class discussions.

Greenhill said he believes the new 
schedule will allow teachers to have more 
hands-on learning with their students.

“Global language and science teachers 
were very upset when we ended blocking,” 
Greenhill said. “They think longer periods 
are a better way of teaching.” 

English classes would be able to have 
more class discussions, Greenhill said, and 
science classes would be able to do a pre-lab, 
a lab and a reflection all in one day instead of 
several days. 

Even though Greenhill said he does not 

see the schedule going into effect for another 
two or three years, if at all, some students 
and teachers have already begun pointing out 
the schedule’s inconveniences, such as band 
director Mike Manser.  

“It would probably benefit some things, 
but maybe it is not the best for everything,” 
Manser said.

The marching band, which currently 
meets before school and during first period 
everyday, would effectively be missing two 
practices a week. 

Manser said he thinks that the loss of 
practice time would show both in marching 
variety and the number of performances.

“We would have to alter expectations for 
performances, [and] we would have to do 
less shows,” Manser said. 

Greenhill said he acknowledges the 
disadvantages for the music department, but 
thinks that everybody, including teachers and 
students, could adjust to the new schedule. 

  Some students are not happy with the 
idea of everybody having the same lunch 
period, including sophomore Courtney 
Turnball. She said it could result in crowded 
restaurants and longer lines.

“The lines in restaurants would be really 
long at lunch.” 

Junior Jack Bowman said he thinks it 
could create problems for students who drive 
to and from lunch, as everybody would be 
leaving and coming back at the same time.

Manser said he believes the new 
schedule would make it 
difficult for students in all 

classes to focus and perform well, but 
Greenhill feels differently. 

“There is no difference in the achievement 
level in blocked and unblocked schools,” 
Greenhill said.

Though some science and global language 
teachers think longer class discussions and 
more time to do labs and activities would 
be beneficial, the excessive length may wear 
students out, sophomore Corey Johns said.

Any schedule would have its advantages 
and disadvantages, Greenhill said, but that 
anybody could get used to it. 

“Some students would see not having 
as many classes in one day as a positive,” 
Greenhill said. 

Senior Sam Ailabouni said the schedule 
change could positively affect students in the 
long run.

“Kids will [find it difficult] to focus that 
long,” Ailabouni said. “It may help them for 
ACT and SAT tests, because it would prepare 
them for long tests like those.” 

Greenhill said that the flex periods, which 
are similar to office hours, would need to be 
worked out, but seniors would still maintain 
their privileged open study halls.

According to Ailabouni, if the privileged 
open study halls were to stick, seniors in the 
following years may end up pushing for the 
schedule change.  

“If I am a senior, I could get a study hall 
first, second and third periods, and I would 
not even have to go to school on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays,” Ailabouni said. “Or [I would 
have] study halls in my afternoon classes and 
get Wednesdays and Fridays off.”

Though some may protest this 
schedule change, Greenhill is confident 
his teachers and students will weigh out 
the disadvantages in the end and be able to 
adjust to the changes.

“All schedules have their advantages 
and disadvantages,” Greenhill said. “It all 
becomes what you can get used to.”    

bofisher ’11

principal greenhill, schedule review committee  
propose new schedule with modified a/b block

Bringin’ back the blocks

             
monday tues / thurs wed / fri

1st: 8:05-8:51
2nd: 8:56-9:42
hr: 9:47-9:58
3rd: 10:03-10:49
4th: 10:54-11:40
Lunch: 11:40-12:37
5th: 12:37-1:24
6th: 1:28-2:14
7th: 2:19-3:05

Office hours: 
8:05- 8:49

1st: 8:54- 10:22

2nd: 10:27- 11:55

Lunch: 11:55- 12:52

3rd: 12:52- 2:20

flex: 2:20- 3:05

4th: 8:05- 9:33

5th: 9:38- 11:06

Lunch: 11:06- 12:03

6th: 12:03- 1:32

7th: 1:37- 3:05

proposed Schedule
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The only problem Duarte said he had with Moodle occurred when 
he was first introduced to the confusing set up. 

“There is a learning curve,” Duarte said. “The website tends to be 
difficult to maneuver and hard to explain to students.” 

Though Moodle may be time consuming, Duarte said the continued 
use of Moodle by students will enable them to become better acquainted 
with this aspect of technology and save them time on their homework in 
the future.

Freshman Megan Koeneman has used Moodle in multiple classes 
and said she believes it is a nuisance. 

“[Moodle is] extremely time consuming,” she said. 
Koeneman said she thinks it would be easier to do homework the old-

fashioned way rather than on a communal blog. 
 Many teachers also use Moodle to provide links to YouTube and other 

video aids that are blocked by the school’s Internet filter. 
“Because most of teacher planning is done at school, not being 

able to access learning aids makes watching videos less convenient,” 
Duarte said. 

Duarte said it is important for students to experience language in other 
ways than just from a textbook. 

Even though extra video aids can help, junior Leah Moody still has 
a hard time navigating  Moodle because of the number of links and 
confusing design. 

“It takes me longer to navigate the website than it would for me to just 
fill out a worksheet,” Moody said.

Though Moodle  and other classroom websites may present some 
students with extra work and a hassle at home, their increasing use in 
classrooms is a trend that does not appear to be flagging anytime soon.

A

Moodle mania

As the world becomes more involved with technology, students 
have become accustomed to using the web for almost all their needs. 
However, the relatively new practice of using websites like Moodle to 
post assignments is a change that has brought  mixed reactions.

Teachers started using websites, such as Moodle, UA blogspot, and 
wikis, as a way to create a virtual classroom for students. Moodle, along 
with other class websites, allows teachers to assign homework, post 
weekly schedules and other activites without wasting paper. 

According to Spanish teacher Richard Duarte, the move to the 
Internet is not only environmentally friendly, but also helps students 
lighten their textbook load.

Duarte said he began using Moodle to post students’ 
assignments, weekly plans and links to listening practices at the 
start of the school year. 

“[Moodle] is more accessible and it allows absent students to keep 
up with homework assignments,” Duarte said. 

Duarte expects students to check the blog daily, but he said he only 
posts assignments one-to-three times a week. 

alisongilbert ‘11

teachers’ increasing use of class 
websites leaves some vexed

TThe dream to relive sixth 
grade camp came true for 
UAHS students, but this time 
around, students experienced 
camp much differently—as 
counselors.

Senior Joey Cordle said the 
sixth graders looked up to the 
counselors for their age.

“At that age, you look up 
to high schoolers, and almost 
everything they do seems 
cool,” Cordle said. “[The sixth 
graders] are always interested 
in you, and they always want 
to cling around you.”

Junior Elizabeth Sega said 
being a counselor reminded her 

of her previous time at sixth 
grade camp, also known as 
Camp Oty’okwa.

“From my own camp 
experience, I remember the 
counselors looking so grown-
up,” Sega said. “I now wonder 
if we looked that tiny when we 
were in sixth grade.”

While at camp, student 
counselors had many 
responsibilities. Counselors 
were in charge of coordinating 
skits for Skit Night, helping 
students in difficult parts of 
hikes and most of all making 
sure the sixth graders had fun.

Cordle said being in the 

noahgrumman ’12

camp fever

photo courtesy hannahjochem

students head back to sixth grade 
camp, but this time as counselors

outdoors was one of the best 
parts of the camp. 

“It is a great opportunity 
for the kids to see that there 
are a lot of places that you can 
go around Ohio,” Cordle said. 
“And you don’t have to go 
out of state to find some great 
hiking areas.” 

Some of the sixth graders’ 
favorite hiking spots include 
Hidden Cave, Split Rock and 
Fat Man’s Squeeze.

Both Sega and Cordle 
said they would recommend 
applying to be counselors, 
and that camp was a great 
experience.

“It is just really cool being 
a counselor and seeing things 
from a different perspective, 
although I would warn [you] 
that you are probably not going 
to get much sleep,” Cordle said. 
“My cabin in particular was a 
bit rowdy at nighttime.”   

Students and counselors hike at camp oty’okwa. Students 
participated in a number of activities, including Skit Night 
and fitting through Fat Man’s Squeeze.
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conference and are continuing to improve.”
Koeneman will begin training this summer 

in preparation for the team.
“In the summer, there is a workout packet,” 

Koeneman said. “So I would say that the 
training program is pretty intense. And in 
the mornings of the off-season they have 
individual [training] sessions with the girls 
[who also play] your position and the coach.”

During the winter season, Koeneman said 
she looks forward to training in IUP’s new 
athletics facility. When considering colleges, 
Koeneman considered a few factors more 
important than others, including the training 
facility, new dorm rooms and the campus. 

“The campus is nice; it’s big but not too 
big,” Koeneman said. “It’s also in a pretty area.” 

In order for IUP to take serious interest in 
Koeneman, she had to show an extra interest 
in the school. 

“The IUP coach started recruiting me at 
a recruiting camp in Virginia that my UAHS 
coach recommended,” Koeneman said. “I 
started showing interest [in the school] and 
received letters from the school and the team.”

After camp, Koeneman narrowed down 
her choices to her top three schools. 

“It was a tough decision between my top 
three: Winthrop, Washington and Lee, and 
IUP. But I loved IUP from the start,” she 
said. “I really like the coach and the team, so 
everything just seemed to line up.”   

Though the road getting there may have 
been tough, these seniors' hard work has paid 
off in a big way—a stress-free senior year.    

while most seniors are obsessing over college 
applications, these student athletes can sit back and
enjoy the last year of high school and the transition to college

zoeywhitmeyer ’10 

WWith the deadline for college applications 
looming over the heads of seniors, a select 
group of students is enjoying the luxury of 
relaxation, secure in a future already decided. 

Athletic accomplishment helped the 
following seniors commit to their respective 
colleges up to 11 months ago. Jealous?

Senior Audrey Plant committed in 
January to the University of Delaware to play 
softball. She plans to join the Fightin’ Blue 
Hens next fall. 

The UD coach watched Plant play while she 
was at a softball camp during her junior year and 
while playing for her New Jersey club team.  

According to Plant, she had no previous 
knowledge of UD; however, she was pleasantly 
surprised when she learned more about the 
school. The academically-strong school has 
a long list of majors, which is good for the 
currently undecided Plant. She is considering a 
major in Communications or Business. 

“I love the atmosphere on campus; [the 
architecture] is very colonial style, and the 
[overall] vibe is great,” Plant said. 

The location of the campus in Newark, 
Delaware played a key role in Plant’s decision 
to commit to UD.

“I like the location because it is close to all 
the major cities in the East, and I have family 
in Jersey,” Plant said. “I have always loved the 
East coast, so I just thought it was a great fit.” 

Looking to the future, Plant is excited to 
begin training with the softball team next 
fall and hopes to contribute positively to 
the program. 

“I am really excited to go to school," Plant 
said. "It has been a long time coming.”   

While Plant is traveling to the East coast for 
college, senior John Hardesty plans to stay close 
to home at The Ohio State University. Hardesty 
committed to OSU on April 23 and  will be 
playing lacrosse for the Buckeyes next year. 

The OSU lacrosse coaches contacted 
Hardesty in September of 2008. They checked 
in with Hardesty’s athletics and academics, 
making sure that Hardesty was working hard 

both on and off the field. 
“Ohio State requires its athletes to do well 

in school,” Hardesty said. “They take pride in 
the academic success of their athletes.” 

According to Hardesty, the application 
process is the same for athletes as it is for 
any other student.

“The only difference is that athletes have 
to file their application in writing earlier 
than other applicants,” Hardesty said. “The 
lacrosse coach checks your academics out 
with admissions before they make you an 
offer to make sure you will be able to be 
accepted and also so you will be cleared 
through the NCAA.” 

Of all the colleges recruiting Hardesty, 
OSU was Hardesty’s first choice. 

“It is a great college, close to home and has 
a great lacrosse program,” Hardesty said.

After committing, Hardesty has relaxed into 
his senior year. He said that school is 10 times 
better now that his college selection is over. 

“I cannot wait to go to Ohio State," 
Hardesty said. “You can’t beat playing lacrosse 
for Ohio State and being a student there.”

Although Plant and Hardesty committed 
early during their junior year, senior Kadie 
Koeneman did not commit to a college 
until the summer before her senior year. 
She committed to Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania and plans to play volleyball for 
the Crimson Hawks next fall. 

“[IUP has] a strong [volleyball] program and 
good coaches,” Koeneman said of the Division 
II school. “They are ranked pretty high in their 

Senior  
audrey plant

Senior  
Kadie Koeneman

Senior  
John hardesty
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action
fall spor ts season peaks with 
district, state tournaments
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opinion
Junior

CurtiS DuMOnD
football

senior captain

Jen BeVan
girls cross country

girlS Soccer: Senior Lara Ross takes 
on her opponent in the Sept. 22 game 
against Newark. At press time, the Bears 
had achieved a 15-0 winning streak.

FootBAll: Senior George Schooley 
faces off against his opponent. The Bears 
won the Oct. 2 game against Hilliard 
Darby 10-7. At press time (Oct. 26), the 
team’s season record was 5-4. The boys 
finished their regular season play Oct. 30 
against Dublin Coffman, which went into 
the game with a 9-0 record.

BoYS croSS coUNtrY: Senior 
Brendan Long, junior Kyle Hatton and 
senior Spencer Gardiner lead their team 
in a meet.  Both the boys and the girls 
cross country teams qualified for the 
upcoming state tournament, which takes 
place Nov. 7 at Scioto Downs.

girlS teNNiS: Senior Paige Murphy 
serves the ball at a match in the Oct. 3 
OCC tournament. Murphy went on to win 
the match. UA later advanced five girls to 
the Oct. 23-24 state tournament: freshman 
Elaine Cloern, junior Niki Flower, Murphy 
(pictured above), sophomore Caroline 
Pema and senior Kara Richardson. Flower 
went on to win the Division I state title.
_____________________________

otHer StAte toUrNeY NewS
Boys Water Polo: The Bears defeated 
Thomas Worthington 9-8 in double over-
time to capture the state title Oct. 24.

Girls Water Polo: UA narrowly lost to 
Thomas Worthington, 12-11 at the Oct. 
24 state tournament. 

Girls Golf: UA tied for sixth place Oct. 24.

field Hockey: State tourney is set for 
Nov. 6-7 at UA. At press time the Bears 
were in Divisional play.

photo by brittanymiller

photo by brittanymiller

Q: what is your favorite 
moment from the season?

Dumond:  My favorite 
moment was playing in 
the ’Shoe. even though we 
lost, it was still an amazing 
experience.

Q: what challenges did 
the team overcome this 
season?

Dumond: the biggest challenge came when we were 
0-3 and we won our first game.  there was also the 
challenge of losing the [starting] eight seniors [from 
last year].

Q: what do you look forward to next season?
Dumond:  i look forward to being a senior and 

hopefully our team making the playoffs because of 
the returning talent we will have.

Q: what is you favorite 
moment from the 
season?

Bevan: My favorite 
moment was going to  
a race in cincinnati 
and hanging out with 
the team on the bus 
ride there. 

Q: what are you going to 
miss the most about cross country?

Bevan: i’ll miss the team spreads we have every 
Friday night. it was a great way for the team 
to bond and eat lots of carbs for the race 
the next day. i’m also really going to miss all 
my teammates, because during the season 
we spend so much time together and we get 
really close.
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uahs hosts annual gathering, see You at the pole, 
bringing students of similiar religions closer together. the event brings  
to light the community’s overall acceptance of differing religious vews

by kristyhelscel ‘11 & marisapatwa ‘12

SSophomore Sara Dodsworth wakes up most mornings, 
exhausted from a late night homework session with a dread of 
the approaching school day. However, not every morning is as 
daunting as others—Sept. 23, for example, was a day she would 
never forget.

When she arrived at school promptly at 7 a.m., Dodsworth 
found her friends there ready to worship God. They spent the 
hour before school holding hands around the flagpole, hoping 
to bring their community together with prayer. According to the 
See You at the Pole’s website, every fourth Wednesday of Sept. 
is “See You at the Pole” day, a morning dedicated to prayer and 
organized by students in a community. 

Dodsworth’s goal for SYATP was to show fellow classmates 
what she believes in, which is not always easy. Dodsworth said 

she has been insulted by people of different religious views 
before and it was very hurtful. According to Dodsworth, people 
have approached her with offensive remarks, assuming that she 
sits in her room all day idolizing Jesus posters and rocking out to 
Christian music. 

“I chose to turn my cheek the other way, you know, forgive 
and forget,” Dodsworth said. “But it is difficult to stand up for 
what you know is right because you don’t want people to believe 
you’re weird.”

Although Dodswoth has experienced some forms of 
intolerance from fellow students, she said she believes that 
UAHS has a generally accepting attitude toward other’s 
religious views. Along with Dodsworth, sophomore Caleb 
Belew attended SYATP 2009. As he prayed with his friends, he 
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noticed a number of students who witnessed the gathering with 
questioning looks on their faces.

“Most people would walk by and you could hear them as 
[we] prayed, [saying] ‘What are they doing?’ [or] ‘Oh, they’re 
praying...weird,’” Belew said.

Junior Amanda Loch was one such student, and when she 
arrived at school early that day to meet with a teacher she was 
surprised to see a group of students huddled around the school’s 
main flagpole.

“They looked entranced and very emotional, but I couldn’t 
tell what they were doing,” she said. “I thought that they may 
have been part of some weird club I had never heard of before. 
But when I came back outside a little later to walk to my first 
period class, they were all still there, and I began to wonder if it 
was legal or not.”

Crossing the line
Despite Loch’s doubts, SYATP is legal due to the 1969 Tinker 

v. Des Moines Independent Community School District Supreme 
Court decision. The case arose when three high school students 
were suspended from school for wearing black armbands as a 
form of protest against the Vietnam War. In the end, the court 

ruled in favor of the students. The majority opinion stated that 
the students had quietly petitioned for something they believed 
in and were not encroaching upon the rights of others or causing 
a disruption in school activities. Both those students and the 
students that engaged in SYATP at the UAHS flagpole are 
protected under the free speech clause of the First Amendment. 

According to the American Center of Law and Justice, if a 
state refused to allow religious groups access to public facilities, 
it would demonstrate not neutrality but hostility toward 
religion. The acceptance of SYATP has allowed UA students 
to create their own religious gathering in accordance with the 
international date of SYATP.  

According to principal Kip Greenhill, such religious 
acceptance would not exist without the parents setting the tone 
for their children. 

“Our parents set the tone, which is reinforced by the school,” 
Greenhill said.

Outside of UA, parents continue to play a major role in 
supporting the rights of their kids, as well as reinforcing 
religious tolerance. In Tennessee, five concerned and 
disgruntled parents sued the Wilson County School Board for 
violating their children’s rights to free speech and to be treated 
equally. The elementary school had censored references to God 

Sophomores Jessica Wagner, Sara Dodsworth, Margo Bennett, and Ashley Whybrew, 
freshman Josh Belew, and sophomore Korey Black stand in front of UAHS. These six, along 
with three other UA students, prayed around the UAHS flagpole Sept. 23 for SYATP 2009.

photo by emilypoole
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from the SYATP posters students had posted around the school. 
The posters included phrases such as “God Bless the USA” and 
“In God We Trust.”  

The court agreed with the parents, stating their children’s 
rights were protected through the First Amendment. Therefore, 
these students had the right to post these phrases as a form of 
self expression of their beliefs.

However, in the 2000 Santa Fe Independent School District v. 
Doe United States Supreme Court case, the court decided that 
student-led prayer at football games violated the establishment 
clause of the First Amendment, which states, “Congress shall 
make no law respecting an establishment of religion.”

The UAHS field hockey team recently experienced a similar 
instance including a combination of prayer and athletics while 
visiting St. Ursula Academy in Toledo. The team was asked to 
bow their heads and pray in place of the Star Spangled Banner. 
Senior Kelsey Kessler said it was a strange situation under the 
circumstances; the team did not know how to react.

“We all just kind of looked around and no one knew what to 
do,” Kessler said. “It was distracting and  made [some people of  
other religions] uncomfortable.”

Junior Sophie Lee said she agrees with the idea that students 
should stay neutral in public events. She thinks people should 
not try to spread their beliefs to others, making the situation not 
only awkward, but also potentially offensive to others. 

Lee also said she believes that religion and school should not 
intermix, because the same reactions that occurred at the Field 
Hockey game could occur with students in the classroom as well.

“Religion in [school] promotes segregation based on beliefs,” 
Lee said. “Kids who have a hard enough time thinking for 
themselves as is.”

Another instance in which the mix of religion in school was 
questioned legally occurred in 2002 when a parent challenged the 
use of “under God” in the Pledge of Allegiance. The Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals favored the parent, saying that they had a right 
to protest this act of religion on school grounds. The court agreed 
that these types of religious phrases promoted a monotheistic 
religion in a school setting, though the law is applicable by the 
state. In Ohio, there is a policy offering the recitation of the 
pledge, but is ultimately decided by the school board. 

Lee said she agreed with the court case in that such a promotion 
of religion is unfair.

“No kid is confident enough to say ‘No, I am not going to stand up 
and chant this with you because I have no idea what it means.’ Why 
do we even think we need that in schools?” Lee said. “Not a single kid 
thoroughly knows what they are affirming.” 

 
a DiViDeD ClassrooM

 Still, there are common misconceptions about what is 
acceptable in the classroom and what is not, especially during 
history class.

Charles Haynes of the First Amendment Center said  
history teachers are divided over how to characterize the role  
of religion, specifically Protestant Christianity, in the  
nation’s founding. 

“The Constitution establishes a secular state built upon the 
principles of religious liberty,” Haynes said. “At the heart of that 
liberty is freedom from state-imposed religion, especially in our 
public schools.”

Language arts teacher Laura Mills said she believes history 
can be a controversial subject in school as well.

“So many wars have  been fought over religion, and it is hard 
to teach the subject without offending students or sounding like 
[the teachers] are promoting something that they are not,”  
Mills said. 

According to Greenhill, in accordance with the laws 
maintaining the separation of church and state, the school is 
unable to do anything that promotes religion; however, this 
does not mean religion is unmentionable.

“It is important to have discussions about [any  
particular religion],” he said.  “We can teach the Bible as a  
piece of literature, but the school cannot do anything to 
promote religion.”

Despite this, some students incorrectly believe the mere 
mention of religion on school grounds is be a punishable 
offense, such as sophomore Phil Sherra. His experiences as a UA 
student have led him to this conclusion.

“[It seems] Christianity is not tolerated at all, because if you 
even have a Bible you can get written up,” Sherra said.  “People 
who say ‘Merry Christmas’ get in trouble because we are 
‘forcing’ our beliefs on someone else.”
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with Sophomore Sara Dodsworth

Q: what was See You at the pole like? 

Dodsworth: i thought it was really cool that we got 
to make an impact on peoples lives and pray for the 
school. And, i mean, our youth pastor showed up and 
he said that people were driving by and looking and so, 
it was cool to know that we were making an impact.

Q: that is really cool. So what did you pray about?

Dodsworth:  it was mostly just prayer on thanking god 
for what we have and asking for guidance for certain 
people that we know who are not christians and in 
general for the school to have good guidance.

Q: what are your plans for next year’s SYAtp?

Dodsworth:  well, this year we made three [t-shirts 
for] people to wear; [Next year we will] make 
t-shirts [for everyone] and put up posters.
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Although Sherra’s conclusion about religious tolerance in 
school is inaccurate, his views are the result of his experiences—
and they are shared by many. Religious discussion in school 
can be a heated subject for some, and those who discuss their 
religious views are often not well received by others. 

Loch said she agrees with Sherra. Religion is a topic 
veered away from in the classroom—either by teachers or by 
students—but she said open discussion of the topic of religion 
should be encouraged rather than avoided.

“People should be able to talk openly about their beliefs 
without fear of being ridiculed,” Loch said. “But as long as 
[religion] is avoided as a taboo subject at school, it will just 
be harder for people to learn to accept those who believe in 
something different than what they believe.”

Mills said she feels that she must be extremely careful in 
class when religion is brought up. She regularly teaches the 
book Lord of the Flies, by William Golding, in her freshman 
English classes, and she must remember to be cognizant of 
the fact that not every student will understand the Biblical 
allusions used in the book, as students come from a variety of 
religious backgrounds.

“I usually veer away from any talk of religion, because I 
strongly believe in the separation of church and state,” Mills said. 
“However, it is all right if students express themselves religiously 
if they are referencing a piece of literature we are studying.”

Though students feel some restrictions in discussing their 
religious beliefs in the classroom, they are allowed to create 
religious clubs—with one restriction.

“Students can come together on their own and form a club,” 
Greenhill said. “[However,] the adviser cannot be a teacher.”

Mills said she believes teachers, like students, deserve the 
right to express their religious views while on campus.

“If other teachers want to participate or help the kids, I 
think that’s fine,” Mills said. “Teachers are people too. They’re 
advisers, mentors, and leaders, and students look up to them for 
guidance. They have their own religious beliefs that have the 
right to be shared. ” 

PaYing it ForWarD
 

In terms of SYATP and other student-organized expressions 
of religion, Mills said she has no problem with it as long as 
students are not offending other people.

Sophomore Ryan Fry, a devout Catholic, said he is not 
offended by SYATP or even opposed to the gathering—in fact, 
he was merely unable to attend.

“I have no problem with people praying,” Fry said. “And it is 
not important where you pray as long as you pray.”

Although junior Zaynab Amin is Muslim, she has many 
Christian friends. She said she enjoys engaging in religious 
discussions with them, though these discussions can sometimes 
become heated.

“We live in America and we have the right to discuss our 
religious views,” Amin said. “[The students] organized [SYATP] 
themselves, and everyone has the right to do their own thing.” 

Belew said he does not believe he is offending others by 
SYATP.

 “I pray at the pole every year so that people can see that I do 
care,” Belew said.

Dodsworth said she does not want to cause controversy, but 
only wants others to be familiar with SYATP and what it stands for.

 “When people see us praying they think, ‘Wow, what are 
they doing?’ and it makes them wonder,” Dodsworth said. “But 
all we’re doing is standing up for what we believe in.”    

what religion  
do you practice?

have you heard of  
see You at the pole?

do you believe students 
should be allowed to practice 

religion while at school?

Yes
21%

no
79%

christianitY

51%

hinduism

6%
muslim

6%

Judaism
11%

none
16%

other
10%

Yes
68%

unsure
16%

no
16%

source voluntary oct. 7 arlingtonian survey of 88 students, photo illustration by brittanymiller
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A
coreymcmahon ’11 & noahgrumman ’12

Action, suspense, secret cults, and a Harvard professor in his 
infamous tweed jacket have all become expected from a Dan 
Brown novel. But with the release of his newest novel, The Lost 
Symbol, prospective readers are all asking the same question: Can 
he play on the series’ strengths while keeping the book original?

In some aspects, absolutely not—and that is a good thing. The 
Lost Symbol follows the same protagonist we have come to love: 
Robert Langdon, the made-up expert in the field of symbology, 
and a head of a fictional department at Harvard.  And just like 
in the previous books, Langdon receives an impromptu phone 
call from someone who happens to have an urgent situation 
involving symbology.

However, this time Langdon shows up in Washington D.C. 
and quickly realizes that a man known only as Mal’akh has 
kidnapped Langdon’s best friend and mentor. Langdon is forced 
to give in to Mal’akh’s demands and search for the most hidden 
and ancient of the Freemasons’ secrets. He travels from clue 
to clue, most of which are famous landmarks or pieces of art 
around D.C. and falls in love, yet again, with a beautiful, brown-
haired woman.

The novel is thrilling, but the story is nothing new, because 
Brown seems to simply be recycling his old formula for thriller 
novels. While the plot is extremely similar to The Da Vinci Code 
and one may get the feeling that the names and places have simply 
been changed, Brown does find a way to create exciting plot twists 
and incorporate new technologies.

If there is one aspect of Dan Brown’s novels that is 
consistently unforgettable, in a good or bad way, it is the villains. 
In The Da Vinci Code, there was Silas, an eerie, self-flagellating 
albino and devoted member of cult-like Opus Dei sect. But 
somehow, Brown finds a way to outdo himself in The Lost 
Symbol, because Mal’akh, a drug-using, tattooed maniac, seems 
straight out of a comic book.

The best quality of The Lost Symbol is that it shares the fast-paced 
tempo and action that has become the trademark of the series. One 
minute, Langdon is observing a severed arm dropped in the Capitol 
Rotunda, the next exploring forgotten rooms under the city, and then 
running from the CIA through the Library of Congress. Everything 
ends with a cliffhanger—thrilling, yet at times frustrating because 
no scene ever ends when the reader wants. However, Brown still has 

the ability to masterfully keep 
readers on the edge of their seat 
page after page, for all of the 
133 chapters. Even the ending 
takes a twist that will catch the 
reader off-guard. At least you 
will never get bored, right?

Maybe not bored, but 
perhaps a bit disenchanted. 
Of course, Dan Brown books 
will not ever be realistic, but 
this third installment goes a 
little more down the path of 
science-fiction than most will 
probably expect.

In The Da Vinci Code, 
hypotheses and claims about the beginnings 
of the Christian religion were so masterfully woven into 
interpretations of real art and evidence that they were thought-
provoking and compelling. In Angels and Demons, the idea of 
anti-matter made the story believable because it does actually 
exist and has been created.

But in The Lost Symbol, Brown incorporates the study of the 
human brain’s ability to affect matter, called Noetic science. 
In the book, Noetic science is more similar to discovering 
telekinesis, which seems a little far fetched even in a book full 
of ancient secrets and hidden symbols. It loses the “What if it 
was true?” appeal that made The Da Vinci Code and Angels and 
Demons so captivating.

Regardless, Brown has the art of the thriller novel down 
almost to a formula. First, there is an ancient cult or secret 
society—in this case, the Freemasons. Add to that a surprising 
or dangerous secret that has been guarded for centuries. Throw 
in Langdon, multiplied by the incredible number of imminent 
death situations that he miraculously avoids, add a good-
looking woman for a little romance, and Brown has himself an 
entertaining, albeit recycled, novel.

So while the terms in Brown’s formula may not add up to a 
timeless classic, it definitely continues to create an entertaining, 
leisurely read.   

lost symbol is a thriller, but by no means a classic

High expectations, 
Mediocre results
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I
noahgrumman ’12

the tragedy of tillman

If having Jon Krakauer write a book about your life story is something 
you aspire to, then you had better start doing something shocking, 
dangerous or unexpected.

The people Krakauer has previously written about include daring 
climbers, free-spirited adventurers, and religious extremists. And Pat 
Tillman’s life story has plenty in common with this group.

A standout player in the NFL, Tillman passed up a multi-million 
dollar contract with the Arizona Cardinals to join the Army after 9/11. 
In Afghanistan, he was reported to have been killed by the Taliban. More 
controversy and investigation ensued when it was it was revealed that the 
Army had really covered up his death by friendly fire.

Though his tragic, unexpected death is a fairly well-known story, 
Krakauer tells the other unbelievable but much less well-known aspect of 
Tillman’s story —his life before stardom.

As a 5’ 5,’’ 120 lb. freshman in high school, Pat Tillman quit baseball 
after being disappointed that he did not make varsity. Not letting his size 
and lack of experience stop him, he took up football his sophomore year 
and went on to be a standout player at Arizona State University and later 
in the NFL.

But the unexpected twists in Tillman’s story do not end there. In 
high school, Tillman was involved in a fight after a party that left him 
charged with a misdemeanor assualt and 30 days in jail, an offense that 
could have lost him his scholarship to ASU.

While the book has some compellling and interesting insight into 
Tillman’s life, it frequently gets off track or into far too much detail. For 
three chapters straight, Krakauer gives a long, drawn-out description 
of the battle of Nasiriyah—a battle that Tillman had nothing to do 
with. Krakauer also wastes a large portion of the book giving a long 
and drawn out history of Afghanistan, which again has little to do with 
Tillman other than the fact that he died there.

When the book does focus on Tillman, it is quite interesting. Using 
journals that he kept throughout his life and the testimonies of his 
friends and family, it gives one a real sense of who Tillman was—fearless, 
free-spirited, curious, and unafraid to go against the grain.

It is an incredible and inspiring story, but the book is not as interesting 
as Into the Wild or Into Thin Air, also by Krakauer. Into the Wild, details 
the life of Christopher McCandless, an idealistic young man from a 
well-to-do family who unexpectedly donated all of his money to charity, 
foraged and adventured around the US, and ended up dying in the Alaska 
wilderness in an abandoned bus. The difference is that Tillman’s story is 
fairly well-known and widely covered in the news, so all Where Men Win 
Glory can do is talk about his character and motivations. In Into the Wild, 
Christopher McCandless’s story was unknown and pieced together.

This is not to say that Tillman’s story is not worth hearing about again. 
It may not measure up to Into the Wild, but for fans of Krakauer’s previous 
books, Where Men Win Glory is worth reading.      

krakauer’s other books include 
Into the Wild, Into Thin Air, and Eiger 
Dreams.

Where Men Win Glory
by Jon Krakauer
doubleday Books, $27.95

brown’s previous books include 
Deception Point, Angels and Demons, 
and The Da Vinci Code.

The Lost Symbol
by dan Brown
doubleday Books, $29.95

Jon krakauer revisits the life and death 
of the army ranger, former nfl player

photos by nicolewagner
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students show off  
their theatre skills  
as producers, directors, 
writers, managers

It is a Thursday night, the lights are dim, and the audience is 
anxious to see the plays begin. The actors are backstage ready to 
perform, hoping their weeks of hard work will pay off.

Little Theatre Little Shows is a series of short plays unlike 
any other production throughout the year. The plays showcase 
unique talents, such as playwriting and producing. According 
to producer Greg Varner, the idea of LTLS was sparked by 
“Skitfest,” a festival featuring a series of short skits at The Ohio 
State University. After seeing these plays, Varner created a series 
of student-driven shows that give UAHS thespians a chance to 
show off their theatre skills. 

The show is entirely student-run, from the directors to 
producers, the costume designers to the actors. Each of these 
shows is an original or an adapted work by a student. Junior Ian 
Able said he enoys the production process.

“The greatest thing about LTLS is the fact that I can see people 
I may never have met before in the halls,” Able said. “And I know 
that even though we may differ on everything else, we at least 
enjoy making a great show together.”

Since students write the plays, their personalities create 
variety in the types of shows, including comedy, drama, 
experimental pieces or modified versions of 
a well-known classic text. The shows give 
theatre students an opportunity to express their 
creativity along with their leadership abilities, 
Varner said. Directors who hope to have their 
plays shown have to write their own play and 
audition actors for it. 

“The process begins with the writers who are 
hoping to have their scripts included in the show,” 
Varner said. “At the pitch they will present their 
applications and their concepts for consideration. Nine or 
10 shows will be selected”.

After the pitch, directors set up actor 
auditions. About 75 students audition 
for roles in these plays, Varner said.  
Following the selection process, 
directors set up rehearsal time, and 
the casts begin practicing daily for 
the big night.

Like any other 
extracurricular activity, LTLS 
is time consuming and 
requires dedication. Each 
step needs to be perfected 
for the shows to be 
presented well, Able said.

“The worst thing is the 
scheduling and practices 

What: little theatre 
little Shows

Where: UAHS little 
theatre

When: Nov. 12-14, 
2009 at 7:30 p.m.

price: $10

until opening night,” he explained. “You need to combine several 
people’s lives so that they can meet up to practice, and every cast 
brings with it difficulties. All the people’s need to make sacrifices, 
but nothing feels quite as good as the moment you realize that you 
just performed an awesome show.”

During the rehearsal process, the actors and directors work 
together  in an attempt to make sure each scene is flawless. The 
time that actors spend working with their directors promote 
cohesiveness in the student-written scripts. During these 
sessions, actors and directors can alter lines or even entire 
elements of the play’s plot.

In the last two weeks before the show, the casts present their 
shows for the production crew, which includes sound and light 
designers, stage managers and Varner. The costume designers 
also decide what the actors are going to wear. After adding these 
finishing touches and picking a soundtrack theme for the night, the 
shows are ready to be presented.

The shows being presented this year entail a lot of drama. Able’s 
show, “Looking for Julia,” presents a man attempting to recollect a 
woman in his past, but he cannot remember why she is important. 

“When he finally figures out why the woman is important, he 
wonders whether finding out the truth was worth it,” 
Able said. “During his struggle in trying to regain his 
memory, the man crosses many moral dilemmas, and 
in the end quite a few life lessons are taught.” 

In contrast, sophomore Erin Mellon and senior 
Emily Mellon have written a comedic show called 
“Centerpieces, Chicken, and the Geneva Convention.”

“It is a comedy about family dysfunction and 
miscommunication, and the ensuing hilarity that can 
result from the two elements,” Erin said. “The play 

is loosely inspired by our family and the occasional 
chaos that takes place. However, the actual 

events are fictionalized.”
LTLS is a must-see theater event, Erin 

said. Students can see their fellow peers 
use their creativity and individuality to 

create a great series of shows.
“One of the most memorable 

parts is during that final curtain 
call of the evening, when every 
cast member from every show 
joins one another onstage 
for a bow,” Erin said. “At that 
moment, you truly realize how 
over just a few weeks, you have 
pulled together one of the most 
popular and memorable shows 
of the year.”     

Senior Mido Aly 
practices for his 
role in the play 
titled “land of the 
Sioux.” Aly will also 
direct his own play 
named “clown 
Funeral.”

parijatjha ’11
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St. Andrews swap
scotland exchange program provides students 
with chance to travel, experience new cultures 
emanalbash ‘10

Imagine attending a formal dance where the girls wear beautiful 
dresses, while the boys don kilts in place of tuxedos. Or picture a school 
band that plays lively songs—with bagpipes. 

These are some of the stereotypes associated with Scotland, which 
raises the question of whether or not the preconceived notions of this 
country are accurate or off the mark. This year, a selected group of 
UAHS students will have the chance to find out. 

On Oct. 7, 15 high school students from 
St. Andrews, Scotland, arrived in Upper 
Arlington for the exchange program.

According to Brian Chandler, the adviser 
of the exchange, the Scottish students spent 
their time visiting different places around 
Columbus, including The Columbus Zoo, 
COSI, The Ohio State University and of 
course, UAHS. 

This is the sixth year that Chandler has 
overseen the exchange, and he said he has 
noticed few differences between American 
and Scottish teenagers.  

“I think [the Scottish students] are very similar,” Chandler said. 
“They watch a lot of the same TV shows over there, and [they have] a lot 
of the same interests as far as music and sports.”  

Senior exchange student Keren Green from St. Andrews agreed that 
pop culture here is similar to Scottish pop culture. She said she listens to 
a lot of the same music as the students in UA and watches American TV 
shows, including America’s Next Top Model and The O.C. 

However, Green acknowledged that America and Scotland are 
not entirely the same. She spent a day at UAHS attending all the same 
classes as her host student. 

“You have more classes in the day, and music in the corridors,” Green 
said. “Also, [fashion] is more casual here. In Scotland, all the girls try to 
outdo each other and be individual.” 

The Scotland Exchange students left UA Oct. 19 after experiencing 
a taste of American life. During spring break of 2010, their UA 

counterparts will in turn visit Scotland for 10 days. According to 
Chandler, the group will visit different places each day, including 
Edinburgh Castle and the University of St. Andrews. 

Junior George Beck will be among the students to take the trip to 
Scotland. He said he decided to go to Scotland this year to experience a 
different culture firsthand rather than just learn about it.

“I feel like sometimes in the United States we are in our own little 
bubble,” Beck said. “I thought it would be in-
teresting to see how other people do things.”

The Scotland Exchange Program differs 
from some of the other exchange programs 
at UAHS because the students only stay in a 
foreign country for a short amount of time. 

“[The Scotland Exchange] is just kind 
of a cultural exchange; it is not a true year-
long exchange student trip,” Chandler said. 
“They try to find little things to do that give 
you a flavor of Scotland, like we tried to find 
things for [the Scottish students] to do that 

gave them a flavor of Ohio.”   
Although the exchange only lasts a short amount of time, Chandler 

said the students often form lasting friendships with each other. 
“Many people I talk to years later are still in touch with the person 

they had the exchange with and they have been back to Scotland, or 
their person has been back here,” Chandler said. “I think it is a very 
positive experience, and for that, I will keep doing it.” 

To ensure that the exchange students get along with their hosts and 
have common interests, all of the American and Scottish students took a 
survey and were then paired with the student who was the most similar. 

Green said that she and her host have a lot in common and are 
almost exactly alike, aside from cultural differences related to things like 
taste in food and the driving age.

Whether living in an American suburb or thousands of miles away in 
Scotland, the Scotland exchange proves that people from different cultures 
can have similar interests and may even become lifelong friends.    

““i feel like sometimes in the 
United States we are in our 
own little bubble. i thought it 
would be interesting to see 
how other people do things.  

                Junior george Beck

the UAHS Scotland exchange students include (listed alphabetically): george Beck, claire crosby, Shannon Flower, colleen Fugate, will Fulwider, gabi gegenheimer, 
leah Johnston, Kelsey Kessler, Megan Knoop, thomas Mcgeoch, david Mehrle, Joey Mikac, Ali Sankey, Megan Stucko and erica thorson. while here in ohio, the 
Scottish students spent their time cheering for the Bucks, trick-or-treating and visiting different places.  
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old holiday, new tricks
thanksgiving brings a time of pumpkins, family, and most  
importantly—turkey. but if these same traditions also bring a sense  
of boredom to the holiday, spice it up with fun new recipes and activities.

mariapaskell ’11 & evansmith ‘11

Although they may not look very appetizing, these butternut squash ice 
pops are a perfect thanksgiving treat.  they are easy to prepare and make 
for a great after-meal snack.

photo by mariapaskell

Free Note-taking Lined Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/notelined/

tUrKeY SANdwicH: Sliced turkey, cranberry sauce 

and stuffing on white bread.

tHe cAeSAr wrAp: large, flour tortilla rolled 

with sliced turkey, shredded romaine, diced 

tomatoes, shredded parmesan cheese and creamy 

caesar dressing.

tUrKeY pArMigiANA: Sliced turkey topped with 

spaghetti sauce and shredded mozzarella, broiled on 

crusty italian bread.

tUrKeY Blt: Sliced turkey, bacon, lettuce, tomato and 

mayonnaise on toast.

tUrKeY reUBeN: Sliced turkey topped with 

sauerkraut, thousand island dressing and Swiss cheese 

on grilled rye bread.

tHe cAliForNiA roll-Up: large, flour tortilla 

topped with sliced turkey, lettuce, tomato, avocado, 

alfalfa sprouts and shredded Monterrey Jack cheese.

recipes courtesy disney’sfamilyfunwebsite

luscious leftovers 

eating loads of turkey on thanksgiving day calls for lots of 

leftovers. make use of them for future lunches and dinners 

with these tasty sandwiches.

Free Note-taking Lined Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/notelined/

ingredients:     2 1/2 lbs. butternut squash1/2 cup pure maple syrup2/3 cup light cream1/2 to 3/4 teaspoon pumpkin pie spiceto make a batch, cut the butternut squash into quarters and 

scoop out the seeds. Boil, bake, or microwave the squash until 

it is soft. let the squash cool a bit before scooping its flesh into 

a medium-size bowl. Add pure maple syrup, light cream, and 

pumpkin pie spice to the bowl. Use a potato masher to mush 

the squash and blend all of the ingredients. Spoon the mixture 

into ice pop molds (we were able to fill 10), add sticks, and 

freeze for at least six hours before serving.

Butternut squash ice pops
Add excitement to the usual pumpkin pie.  Try it frozen! These 

treats taste just like the classic Thanksgiving pumpkin pie, but with 

an icy twist.
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Free Note-taking Lined Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/notelined/

instead of making it a day of only food, make 

it a day of exercise too.  the annual turkey trot 

is a 5K race in which participants run through 

the streets of Upper Arlington past various 

local landmarks, all the while enjoying the classic 

thanksgiving spirit in a healthier manner.  But 

do not worry about missing out on food and 

pie.  According to the Active website, the top 

1000 men and the top1000 women receive a 

ready-to-eat pumpkin pie. However, if running 

5K does not sound right for you, then you can 

also participate in the walk-and-talk two miler, 

a casual, less intense way of promoting a healthy 

lifestyle during the holiday. All events take 

place on thanksgiving and begin at 9 a.m. 
the starting and ending location 
is at the shops on lane Avenue. 
So come on out and burn off that 
turkey and potato flab!

Free Note-taking Lined Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/notelined/

After a long day of relaxation make sure you are ready 

for an intense shopping experience that takes place each 

year on the day after thanksgiving. dubbed Black Friday, 

this unofficial holiday is marked by huge savings at nearly 

every major shopping outlet. Across the country, shoppers 

will be in full force attempting to get the best deals. So why 

not get that christmas shopping done early this year and 

save money while doing it? Just make sure you do not get 

trampled by a rush of shopping carts in the process.

Free Note-taking Lined Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/notelined/

Seeing as the holiday is all about giving thanks, what 
would be a more perfect way than volunteering at a 
local food kitchen? one example is Holy Family Soup 
Kitchen, which is located downtown near Broad St. at 57 
South grubbs St. these soup kitchens feed the homeless 
regularly, and help is greatly appreciated. to contact 
the Holy Family Soup Kitchen, their phone number is (614)-461-9444. 

Free Note-taking Lined Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/notelined/

in the spirit of giving thanks, the Flying 

Feather Four Miler is a race that supports 

underprivileged children. the race, along with the 

annual Kid’s gobbler chase, benefits the toys for 

tots program, which works to give toys to poor 

kids who otherwise would go empty-handed 

through the holidays. to support a healthy 

lifestyle and benefit needy children, show up to 

the race at glacier ridge Metro park in dublin 

with a toy (unopened and unwrapped), and a 

toys for tots representative will gladly accept it 

on behalf of the thousands of underprivileged 

children in the columbus area. the toys for tots 

program strives to deliver a message of hope 

to needy kids that will motivate them to grow 

into responsible and productive citizens and 

community leaders.  it is a
 great way to spread the 

spirit of giving on the holiday.

graphic by aliceo’neill & louward

Free Note-taking Lined Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/notelined/

Shopping splendor

charitable deeds

gobble ’n run

toys for tots
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New schedule would inhibit programs
staffeditorial

A
columnist uncovers 
disturbing tv trends

Almost all of us watch TV. It 
has become so common in our 
culture that anyone who does 
not spend at least an hour or so 
in front of the TV each night is 
an oddity. But what effect does it 
have on us? How does it shape us 
on a psychological level?

In my extensive research, I 
have been able to separate people 
into four distinct behavioral 
categories based upon what TV 
channel they watched as children.   

Category number one is the 
Nickelodeonites, the people 
who watched Nickelodeon 

as a child. Nickelodeonites are often reckless and will rarely back 
down from a challenge. They will walk across the monkey bars 
like it is nothing and even eat a live grasshopper without a second 
thought. These kids are often less intelligent, finding difficulty with 
the simplest math problems and are suited for future careers as 
professional  bowlers, fast food workers or U.S. Senators. 

It’s been a year and a half since the school 
left behind the blocked classes idea, in favor 
of all students attending every class for 
one period each day.  This year, however, 
the administration is considering another 
option, an “AB Block” schedule in which 
students go to class for longer periods of 
time, but not necessarily every day.

Those who stand in favor of the revised 
schedule forget one crucial element of 
changing the day-to-day flow of the school 
day. Doing so disrupts the flow of programs 
that have been designed to work within the 
current schedule. 

Production classes, like Arlingtonian and 
Kickin’ It Live, need to meet more than every 
other day. This schedule disrupts that.

Performance classes, like band and orchestra, 
may prefer to meet everyday to practice rather 
than allow breaks in between classes. The new 
schedule wouldn’t allow that, either.

This is not to say that the proposed 
schedule has no benefits.  The new schedule 
offers greater time for office hours, a feature 
that many teachers and students alike have 
found helpful in the two years it has existed.

Some say, and rightfully so, that it 
could in certain circumstances reduce 
the homework pressure that students 
can sometimes feel. More often than not, 
however, that effect would be offset by a 
larger amount of homework assigned by 
teachers, perhaps even creating a net increase 
in homework pressure.

Additionally, a larger percentage of 
periods in any given class would have to 
contain tests or quizzes. This is not extra 
stress that students need, and is a problem 
that the new schedule has no plan to resolve.

This doesn’t mean that the schedule 
has to always remain as it is. The current 
schedule isn’t ideal and doesn’t give  
every class the best chance to fully 
incorporate its curriculum, like science and 
language classes, which may benefit from 
longer periods.

But this schedule corrects those problems 
while adding more. A system needs to be 
figured out that alleviates problems without 
creating them. But for now, we’ll just need to 
stick with what we’ve got.

The second category, the Disney Channel-watchers , otherwise 
known as Mousketeers, are normally naive and foolish people. Having 
watched so much family-friendly programming on the Disney channel, 
they are convinced that viciously dangerous animals can not only talk 
but are their friends too. I once saw a Mousketeer approach a ferocious 
grizzly bear, thinking the bear would give him advice on how to have 
fun when it is raining outside. The bear then proceeded to rip the boy’s 
limbs apart and gnaw at his twitching body like a freshly caught salmon. 

The third category is the Cartoon Networkians, otherwise known 
as emo kids. Those who watch Cartoon Network are usually stoic 
children who spend most of their time in their respected basements 
playing with wooden sticks, re-enacting scenes from the Vietnam War. 
While they are usually quiet, seemingly normal children, emo kids, 
having watched so much violent and strange programming, are always 
on the brink of snapping and doing something completely insane. 

The final, and in my opinion, most disgusting group of people are 
those who watched PBS as children. The Untouchables, as I like to call 
them, often dress in tight khaki pants, tucked in shirts, no belts and 
sandals with socks. Their houses smell like an old retirement home 
and they live primarily off a diet of cold baby carrots, grape juice and 
casseroles their grandmother made. Trust me, there is nothing worse 
than getting stuck in a conversation with an Untouchable.  

It is a sad truth that these four categories represent the future of our 
society. While our parents or grandparents may have learned life values 
from school, church or their parents, our generation is learning life 
lessons from sitting for hours in front of the TV screen. 

Unless, of course, you were one of those kids who just read books as 
a child, in which case more power to ya—freak.  

evansmith ’11
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OOnce upon a time, in a library not so far away, three seniors, Danny 
Trotier, John Nemer, and Luke Laws, met up during third period study 
hall. The three bonded over the similarities they shared in sports and 
classes, deciding to become the framers of “The Big Three.”

The group meets every day during third period to study together. 
“We like to think of ourselves as the nomads of the LC,” The Big 

Three said, who requested they be quoted collectively.   
In order to strive for greatness, the group focuses on three core 

values: academia, sociality and community. These three principles 
are practiced weekly, The Big Three said. For example, The Big Three 
supports the high school community by visiting various bake sales 
and buying as many brownies as they can afford. 

“[We] like to support other interest groups,” The Big Three said. 
“It is good for the community.”

To integrate other students into The Big Three, the group 

zoeywhitmeyer ’10

the big three hand symbols

photos by nicolewagner
(From left to right) the Big three, seniors danny trotier, luke laws and John Nemer display the group’s symbol. laws greets fellow members by using “the Big three salute.” 
trotier uses the Big three’s intimidation symbol: “the Big three is watching you.” to reward excellent progress in the study group, Nemer practices “the Big three rumble.”

seniors take their studies  
to the next level with ‘the big three’

conducts an application process 
for The Big Three Plus, where a 
daily guest is allowed to sit in on 
The Big Three study session. 

“The application process consists of 
a required interview, where social skills 
and study ethics are observed,” The Big 
Three said.

The Big Three’s framework does 
not limit The Big Three Plus to 
three guests per day, but that is 
traditionally the maximum number 
of guests, The Big Three said. 

Diversity, as well as respect for others, 
is highly desired in Plus members.

“We are all about respect—find out what it 
means to The Big Three,” The Big Three said.  

Unlike any other study group, The Big Three sets its own path 
by expanding their study group into areas other than just academia. 
They choose to emphasize the social aspect of their group, as well as 
the support of other classmates that the group provides.    

graphic by aliceo’neill
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     Swankiest Retro Alley in Town

www.tenpinalleyandspikes.com614.876.2475

Bowling Volleyball Corporate Parties Corn Hole Youth 
Leagues Birthday Parties Fun Bar & Restaurant Bowling 
Volleyball Corporate Parties Corn Hole Youth Leagues 
Birthday Parties Fun Bar & Restaurant Bowling Volleyball 

Support 
Your 
UAHS 
PTO!

5450 Frantz Road, Suite 300 • Dublin, OH 43016
614.793.7770 • www.cbiz.com

CBIZ Benefits &
Insurance Services
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CBIZ BENEFITS & INSURANCE SERVICES OFFERS CLIENTS:

• Benefits Consulting • Benefits Administration

• Benefits Technology • Human Resources Consulting

• Payroll Service • Retirement Planning Services

• Property and Casualty 
Insurance

At CBIZ Benefits & Insurance Services,
it’s our business to help you plan ahead

from benefits consulting and administration to payroll.


